Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence. If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. When Grace grew up, she wanted to be a figure skater. 1. __________________
2. Riley wants to be a famous musician someday. 2. __________________
3. Esther ate a tasty piece of birthday cake. 3. __________________
4. Bart dug for some loose change in his pocket. 4. __________________
5. What was that phrase you used to describe him? 5. __________________
6. __________________
7. __________________
8. __________________
9. I think she is going to need to find a way to fix that drain. 9. __________________
10. An idea was starting to take shape in his head. 10. __________________
11. The basic rules still apply to these harder math problems. 11. __________________
12. Charlie ate a juicy stake for dinner. 12. __________________
13. Evan couldn't believe the crazy dream he had last night!

14. My mouth felt painfull after I got a tooth pulled last week.

15. Do you think there is any danger of the disease spreading?

16. When the kitten got sick, her waite was closely observed.

17. Trevor wanted to ride in a rocket ship to outer space.

18. Mom was upset when David broke the picture frame.

19. Wouldn't it be awesome if he became a full-time paintar?

20. The elderly lady began to feel faint in the hot afternoon sun.

21. Pick a quiet activitie to play with your brother before bed.

22. It's easy to spend money, but it's wiser to save it.

23. The police put up a “Do Not Entar” sign on that old bridge.

24. I got a summer job as a ride operater at the theme park.

25. Dad says if we maintain good grades, we'll get a reward.
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ANSWER KEY
Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line.
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1. When Grace grew up, she wanted to be a figure skater. 1. CORRECT

2. Riley wants to be a famous musician someday. 2. famous

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12. Charlie ate a juicy stake for dinner. 12. steak
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13. Evan couldn’t believe the **crazy** dream he had last night!  

14. My mouth felt **painful** after I got a tooth pulled last week.

15. Do you think there is any **danger** of the disease spreading?

16. When the kitten got sick, her **weight** was closely observed.

17. Trevor wanted to ride in a rocket ship to **outer space**.

18. Mom was upset when David broke the **picture frame**.

19. Wouldn’t it be **awesome** if he became a full-time **painter**?

20. The elderly lady began to feel **faint** in the hot afternoon sun.

21. Pick a quiet **activity** to play with your brother before bed.

22. It’s easy to **spend** money, but it’s wiser to save it.

23. The police put up a “**Do Not Enter**” sign on that old bridge.

24. I got a summer job as a ride **operator** at the theme park.

25. Dad says if we **maintain** good grades, we’ll get a reward.